
The Shen-Ion HarmoNIK™ Aqua Vitaliser System 
was created using multiple technologies from Europe 
and Asia.  It is used to activate and program water with 
multiple harmonic, vitalising, and beneficial vibrations 
similar to fresh, mountain spring water. 

Using the research methods developed by Dr. Masaru 
Emoto (author of “The Message of Water”), water 
treated with the Shen-Ion HarmoNIK™ Aqua-
Vitaliser System shows a radiant water crystal 
structure. 
 
Vitalised drinking water tastes better, strengthens the 
functioning of the entire immune system, energizes 
body cells and organs, and has a vitalising effect on 
the blood. 
 
Tea, coffee, and other food and drinks prepared with 
vitalised water taste better and feel more energizing. 
 
Fresh fruits and vegetables soaked in Shen-Ion 
HarmoNIK™ vitalised water have a better taste and 
higher vitality. 
 
Vitalised bathing water supports skin functions and 
results in smoother, better looking skin. 

Feel good through energised clothing 

Clothing washed in Shen-Ion HarmoNIK™ Aqua-
Vitalised water creates a positive feeling in your body. 
The activated water is softer and requires less detergent 
or softener than usual.

Activated plant growth 

Shen-Ion HarmoNIK™ Aqua water enhances the 
growth and vitality of plants.  This can be profitable in 
the cultivation of food crops, ornamental plants, fruits 
and vegetables.  
    

Reduced lime residues in pipe systems

The pulsing frequencies of the Shen-Ion HarmoNIK™ 
Aqua-Vitaliser are absorbed by the water and carried 
on throughout the pipe system. This can reduce 
clogging in your pipes caused by lime and residues. 

Vital water in swimming pools  
and garden pools

Swimming pool water vitalised by the Shen-Ion 
HarmoNIK™ Aqua Vitaliser System shows a 
reduced count of bacteria and germs. This means less 
chemicals need to be added to keep the water clean. 

Different sizes of vitalisers available
 

The Shen-Ion HarmoNIK™ Aqua-Vitaliser System 
is available in various sizes for different ranges of 
applications.  
 
The smallest version, the Shen-Ion HarmoNIK™  
Aqua Stick, can be attached to the tap and is also  
useful for travel. 
 
Medium-size devices are designed to provide vitalised 
water to houses, flats, offices, restaurants, cafes, 
hotels, bakeries, hairdressers and other (industrial) 
businesses. Fountains, water facilities and swimming 
pools may also be energised with this device. 
 
With the largest Shen-Ion HarmoNIK™ Aqua System 
the drinking water of a village or even a complete 
town may be vitalised. 

No maintenance and easy to install 

Shen-Ion HarmoNIK™ Aqua-Vitaliser Systems are 
installed ideally in a location where the water pipe 
enters the house. The systems are maintenance-free 
and function permanently, as long as the original 
casing is not damaged or tampered with.

SHEN-ION HARMONIKTM 
Aqua-Vitaliser

available in different sizes
according to application area

SHEN-ION HARMONIKTM
 Aqua-Vitaliser Stick

SHEN-ION HARMONIKTM
 Aqua-Vitaliser II

SHEN-ION HARMONIKTM Aqua-Vitaliser Maxi
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SHEN-ION 
HARMONIKTM  
Food Vitalising Plate 
to activate food and 
beverages.

SHEN-ION HARMONIKTM  
• Skin Vitaliser 
• E-Smog Harmoniser 
• Soma Harmoniser 

SHEN - ION HARMONIKTM

Aqua-Vitaliser 

Additional  
SHEN-ION HARMONIK ™ products:

Enjoy higher vitality  
with Shen-Ion energized  

food and drinks!

Changes in the crystalline structure  
of water molecules after activation:

The more symmetrical crystalline structure 
and greater intensity of rainbow colors  

indicates higher vitality water.

Municipal tap water.

The more refined crystalline structure  
indicates higher vitality water after activation. 

Similar crystals are also found in 
high mountain spring water.

Same municipal tap 
water after activation.  

Municipal  
tap water.

Photographs of frozen water samples showing  
the energetic quality of water 

(according to G. Schoen)
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SHEN-ION 
HARMONIKTM  
Harmony Cards  
for use when traveling 
to reduce jet lag and 
also to vitalise water 
and wine.

The same tap water  
after activation  
with the Shen-Ion 
HarmoNIK™  
Aqua Vitaliser. 

Holy water  
from Lourdes, 

France.
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